Fits well with process calculus because ≈ is a congruence 
• Which means that A|D ≈ B|D By similar reasoning
Probabilistic Poly-time Analysis Add probability, complexity Probabilistic polynomial -time process calc
• Protocols use probabilistic primitives -Key generation, nonce, probabilistic encryption, ...
• Adversary may be probabilistic Express protocol and spec in calculus Security using observational equivalence
• Use probabilistic form of process equivalence Pseudo-random number generators Sequence generated from random seed P n : let b = n k -bit sequence generated from n random bits in PUBLIC 〈b〉 end
Truly random sequence In reality, at most 2 -n chance to guess n-bit key 
c〈rand+1〉 | c(x).d〈x+1〉 | d〈2〉 | d(y). e〈x+1〉
Outer evaluation 
Probabilistic Observational Equiv
Asymptotic equivalence within f Process, context families { P n } n>0 { Q n } n>0 { C n } n>0
Asymptotically polynomially indistinguishable
Final def'n gives robust equivalence relation
One way to get equivalences Labeled transition system
• Evaluate process is a "maximally benevolent context" • Allows process read any input on a public channel or send output even if no matching input exists in process • Label with numbers "resembling probabilities"
Bisimulation relation
• If P Q and P P', then exists Q' with Q Q' and P' Q' , and vice versa 
